What Does an Effective Learner Look Like?

Teachers and students at Pender’s Grove are listening to each other to gain a clearer understanding about what an effective learner looks like. Your views would be greatly appreciated and add to our understandings. Please rank your top ten words used below from 1 to 10 or add your own words. Make sure you place your response in the post box provided at the front office by Friday 21st March. Thanks.

- listener
- able to make connections
- able to take learning risk
- positive
- hard working
- enthusiastic
- organised
- able to give feedback
- motivated
- industrious
- curious
- asks questions
- seeker of deep meaning
- creative
- a team player
- able to use time well
- perseverance
- problem solver
- responsible for own learning
- risk taker
- independent
- responsible for own actions
- able to accept feedback
- interdependent
- engaged
- open minded
- passionate

Add your own word